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In recent years, great changes and transformations have metamorphosed the world
of business. They represent a challenge for managers, who must adapt the ways of
working of their teams, in order to promote the synergies between the resources

A solution in Managed mode
which gives you the choice

available and the different departments of the company.

The choice of hosting

Our solution in brief
POST’s Managed Unified Collaboration (ManagedUC) solution allows you to build a framework that is
conducive to the development of teamwork within your company, thanks to the aggregation of different
communication channels in the working environment.

The ManagedUC solution allows you to choose between the hosting of your “on premises” infrastructure, i.e. in
your premises, or in POST’s resilient data centres in Luxembourg.
This choice will depend, among other things, on the capacity of your infrastructure to host and receive a certain
number of user profiles. Furthermore, connectivity is included in the offer.

In addition to the traditional functions of fixed business telephony, this solution offers the possibility of
focusing voice, video and data on a secure, flexible and scalable IP infrastructure.

POST’s Managed Services
Thanks to POST Luxembourg’s Managed Services offer, which supports the ManagedUC solution,
concentrate your resources on the value-creating activities for your business and let our Experts look
after the necessary infrastructure and its maintenance.

Services supported

Voice

Voice, video &
collaboration

Voice, video &
collaboration

Voice, video &
collaboration

Number of users

0-150

0-500

0-1000

> 1000

The choice of equipment and applications
With this company-, service- or even user-wide customisable solution, you have the choice of voice and video
equipment as well as collaborative applications ... meeting the needs of your activity.

IP telephones

Synchronisation of contacts, directories
and call logs between all fixed and mobile
terminals

Video conferencing terminals

Fixed and mobile convergence

Document-sharing and content

Virtual workstation

Instant messaging

...etc.

The ManagedUC solution is adapted to our PSF clients.

Contact our experts to discover all of the
solution’s features.
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1 Reception

5 The Manager/Assistant partnership

To facilitate their reception work and management of incoming flows
(visitors and callers), the receptionist may have access to a range of tools
which allows them to manage calls on hold, contact other employees
by e-mail, telephone or SMS, have access to the company’s different
directories and know who is present, available or busy.

In addition to the traditional tools, the manager/assistant feature allows a
manager using the support of an assistant to delegate to them the taking
charge of their communications, the filtering of their telephone calls, as
well as some e-mail exchanges, among other things.

2 Employees

6 The Management

The ManagedUC solution gives your employees access to a connected and
complete workstation, where various communication and collaboration
tools come together, with which they are able to make voice and video
calls, access instant messaging, the company’s directories, documentsharing tools, etc.

Your company directors must have all the tools available to be able to
make decisions quickly. Kit them out fully so that they can easily receive
documents, contact anyone, wherever they are, through voice or video
calls, instant messaging, or e-mails.

3 The call centre
Your call centre’s agents must process a high volume of communications.
To effectively process the incoming flows, these employees require
suitable tools. Choose to provide them with an IP extension or softphone,
headphones and range of applications allowing them to easily access all
the resources they need in order to support their clients. The call centre’s
manager also has access to specific supervision tools in order to manage
and optimise their team’s workflow: real-time dashboard and periodic
reports on the activity of the agents, etc.

4 Meeting spaces
The solution ManagedUC allows you to optimise your meeting spaces
in order to promote collaboration, even within geographically dispersed
teams. Fit out your meeting rooms with telephone or video conferencing
tools, or opt for a complete collaboration solution, which integrates voice-,
video- and document-sharing through virtual collaboration spaces.

7 Mobile workers
Some of your employees are often on the move. Thanks to ManagedUC, they
have all the features of their workstation in their smartphone: making calls,
sharing documents and having access to virtual meeting spaces. They also
benefit from the LuxZone feature (fixed and mobile convergence) so that they
will never miss a call.

8 Self-employed worker or teleworking
Employees who work outside the company can access the same
communication tools as their colleagues at the office.

Its main advantages

An intuitive user
web interface

A complete range
of services

To autonomously manage their
availability (call forwarding,
choice of language, presence,
etc.).

With which you can select
services by user on demand
and customise the solution
according to your needs.

Technology
serving your
business
To benefit from the
business applications of
the solution.

Customised support
for your migration
Our experts are at your disposal,
from the evaluation of your needs
to the installation of the solution,
in order to support you in change
management.

Flexible, scalable,
full-OPEX solutions
To control your IT budget without
expensive investment in equipment:
you only pay for what you use.
Thanks to monthly service billing.

SLAs defined in
your contract

Contact us
For more information, contact your account manager or go to
http://www.post.lu/en/grandes-entreprises
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To provide you with highquality professional services.

